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This paper presents a model for analyzing a five-phase fractional-slot permanent magnet tubular linear motor (FSPMTLM) with
themodified winding function approach (MWFA).MWFA is a fast modelingmethod and it gives deep insight into the calculations
of the following parameters: air-gapmagnetic field, inductances, flux linkages, and detent force, which are essential in modeling the
motor. First, using a magnetic circuit model, the air-gap magnetic density is computed from stator magnetomotive force (MMF),
flux barrier, andmover geometry. Second, the inductances, flux linkages, and detent force are analytically calculated usingmodified
winding function and the air-gap magnetic density. Finally, a model has been established with the five-phase Park transformation
and simulated. The calculations of detent force reveal that the end-effect force is the main component of the detent force. This is
also proven by finite element analysis on the motor. The accuracy of the model is validated by comparing with the results obtained
using semianalytical method (SAM) and measurements to analyze the motor’s transient characteristics. In addition, the proposed
method requires less computation time.

1. Introduction

Permanent magnet linear synchronous motors (PMLSM)
have been developed for many years [1]. Compared with
traditional rotary-to-linear electric actuators, these direct
linear electric-mechanical energy conversion devices have
no mechanical gears and transmission systems; hence, they
possess higher dynamic performance and reliability [2]. Per-
manentmagnet tubular linearmotors (PMTLM) are a class of
PMLSMs and are particularly attractive owing to zero attrac-
tive force between the stator and armature, high force density,
excellent servo characteristics, and higher fault-tolerant per-
formance [3]. PMTLM has been widely used in many linear
motion fields, for example, transportation, manufacturing,
health care, electromagnetic launch in space applications [4],
ECO-pedal system [5], and so forth.

An accuratemodel is important in analyzing and control-
ling PMTLMs. In this regard, the calculation of air-gap mag-
netic field is critical in modelling the motor. This is because

the air gap flux density distribution has a deep influence on
the thrust ripples [6].There aremanymethods to calculate the
air-gap flux density distribution, for example, finite element
method (FEM) [7], analytical method (AM) [8–11], or SAM
[12]. FEM is an accurate numerical predictionmethod but it is
time-consuming; thereby, it is not suitable for the simulation
of a controlled machine [13]. AM can decrease the time con-
sumed. It uses Laplace’s and Poisson’s equations to solve the
scalar magnetic potential or the vector magnetic potential.
However, the complicated boundary conditions increase the
difficulty of the solving process [14]. SAM can balance the
accuracy of the model and the time consumed. In [12], a 5-
phase PMTLM has been modelled with this method where
the calculation of the magnetic field distribution has been
done with FEM in advance. Consequently, modelling the
motor is time-saving. However, once the motor power supply
changes or faults arise, recalculation of the magnetic field
distribution still needs using FEM. Hence, it is still time-
consuming.
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Figure 1: Physical structure of PMTLM and the schematic outline of the halved motor cross section: (a) motor physical; (b) cross section of
the motor.

Table 1: Specifications of the PMTLM.

Symbol Quantity Value
𝑤ss Axial width of module 18mm
𝑏𝑜 Axial width of slot open 12mm
𝑤𝑐

Axial width of armature 10mm
𝑤𝑡

Axial thickness of module core (leg) 3mm
𝑇𝑡 Axial space of slot pitch 21mm
𝜏 Pole pitch 15mm
ℎ𝑐 Height of armature coil 30mm
ℎ𝑠 Height of module 35mm
𝑔 Air gap (mechanical clearance) 1mm
𝑑𝑠 Axial magnetic separation distance 3mm
𝜏𝑝 Axial ferromagnetic core width between PMs 7mm
𝜏𝑚 Axial PM width 8mm
𝑅𝑜 Outer radius of tubular reaction rail 15mm
𝑅𝑖 Inner radius of tubular reaction rail 9mm
𝐿 Axial width of stator 102mm
𝑁 Number of turns 280/slot

Modified winding function approach is another ana-
lytical method which gives insight into the calculations of
parameters without considering the complicated boundary
conditions. It is a simple, fast modelling method for motors.
This paper shows the detailed calculations of the parameters
for a five-phase FSPMTLM, such as the detailed calculation
of the detent force, which are not expressed distinctly in
[12, 15, 16].Themodel of the studiedmotor is established with
MWFA and Park transformation theory, and the simulations
results obtained by the mathematical model are compared
with the ones obtained by SAM and measurements.

2. Modified Winding Function Analysis

2.1. Description of the Machine. Figure 1 shows the physical
structure of a five-phase PMTLM and the schematic outline
of the halved motor cross section.The stator is separated into
five sections. Each section forms one phase and a magnetic
separation of a nonferromagnetic ringmade of stainless steel,
which is used as a flux barrier. The mover is assembled from
permanent magnets (PMs) and ferromagnetic rings; the PMs
are characterized by axial magnetization and are situated
alternately with the ferromagnetic rings. Table 1 gives details
of the machine specifications.

2.2. Modified Winding Function on the Motor. MWFA was
first proposed for solving air-gap eccentricity in rotary
machines [17]. The modified winding function (MWF) was
deduced from the MMF drops in a magnetic circuit between
the stator and the rotor, which was obtained under the
following assumptions: the iron in the stator and mover has
infinite permeability; the magnetic saturation is neglected;
the mover length is infinite so that the structure of the motor
is symmetrical; there is no leakage flux in the shaft radial, 𝑅𝑖;
and the magnetic permeability of the PMs is deemed as the
magnetic permeability of air 𝜇0. It is defined as follows

𝑀(𝜑, 𝜃) = 𝑛 (𝜑, 𝜃) − ∫2𝜋
0

𝑛 (𝜑, 𝜃) 𝑔−1 (𝜑, 𝜃) 𝑑𝜑
2𝜋 ⟨𝑔−1 (𝜑, 𝜃)⟩ , (1)

where 𝜑 and 𝜃 represent the position of a stationary coil and
angular position of the rotor with respect to stator, respec-
tively. 𝑀(𝜑, 𝜃), 𝑛(𝜑, 𝜃) and 𝑔−1(𝜑, 𝜃) represent the modified
winding function, turns function, and air-gap function,
respectively. The symbol ⟨⋅⟩ represents the average value of
“⋅”. If the rotor is not eccentric, (1) reduces to [17]

𝑀(𝜑, 𝜃) = 𝑛 (𝜑, 𝜃) − ⟨𝑛⟩ , (2)

where ⟨𝑛⟩ is the dc value of the turns function of the winding.
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Figure 2: Winding function of phase “𝑎” and winding space distribution: (a) winding function; (b) spatial structure of windings.

Different from the rotary machines, the analysis of the
modified winding function requires creating an appropriate
coordinate system on the stator. As shown in Figure 1(b), the
origin of coordinates is on the left schematic outline of the
halved motor cross section, and the distance between origin
and the center of the phase “C” is 2.5 times axial space of slot
pitch𝑇𝑡.Thepole pairs in the longitudinal section of the stator
are 3.5, no matter whether the mover is run or not. Hence,
the motor has a fractional-slot structure and the slot-per-
phase-per-pole (SPP) is equal to 2/7. Seen from Figure 1(b)
and Table 1, along the shaft of the motor, the relation of the
slot number 𝑄𝑠, slot pitch 𝑇𝑡, pole pitch 𝜏, and pole pairs 𝑝 is
written by

𝑄𝑠𝑇𝑡 = 2𝑝𝜏. (3)

Due to the influence of the fractional slot on the winding
function distribution, the modified winding function of the
five-phase FSPMTLM is defined as the product of winding
function and the winding factor 𝑦𝑤 [18]. Similar to the rotary
5-phase PMSM [19], the longitudinal section of the five-phase
FSPMTLM windings is assumed to be symmetrical. Figure 2
shows the winding function of the phase “𝑎” and the spatial
structure of windings in five-phase FSPMTLM.The Fourier’s
expansion of the winding function of phase “𝑎” is calculated
from

𝑁𝑎 (𝑥)
= 4𝑁𝑝𝜋 ∑

𝑘=1,3,5,...

1𝑘 sin(𝑤𝑐𝑘𝜋2𝜏 ) cos(𝑘𝜋𝜏 (𝑥 − 𝜀)) . (4)

In Figure 2(a), 𝑁𝑎(𝑥) is the winding function of phase
“𝑎,” the letter “𝜀” represents the distance between the origin,
and the radial center line of phase “𝑎” and 𝑁 represents
the stator turns number. In Figure 2(b), “𝛼” is the winding
space geometric angle of the adjacent phases. Because the
stator structure is symmetrical, the plane is evenly divided
into five blocks and each angle is equal to 2𝜋/5. Combining
the all-order winding factor 𝑦𝑤𝑘 (𝑘 is odd number and
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Figure 3: Flux paths due to the stator slot and mover saliency.

𝑘 = 1, 3, 5, . . .) and (3) yields the all-phase modified winding
function,𝑀𝑖(𝑥):

𝑀𝑖 (𝑥) = 4𝑁𝑝𝜋 ∑
𝑘=1,3,5,...

𝑦𝑤𝑘𝑘 sin(𝑤𝑐𝑘𝜋2𝜏 )
⋅ cos(𝑘𝜋𝜏 (𝑥 − 𝜀 − 𝑖𝛼)) ,

(5)

where the subscript 𝑖 (𝑖 = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) represents the ordinal
number of phase 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑, and 𝑒, respectively. For example,𝑀1(𝑥) shows themodifiedwinding function of phase “𝑏.”The
detailed calculation of (5) is as shown in Appendix A.

2.3. Air Gap Flux Density. The generation of air gap flux
density is due to the current flowing in each phase. Hence, the
flux density in phase “𝑎” and𝐵0(𝑥, 𝜃) is defined as the product
of the modified winding function 𝑀0(𝑥) and the inverse air
gap function 𝑔−1(𝑥, 𝜃) [20]:

𝐵0 (𝑥, 𝜃) = 𝜇0𝑔−1 (𝑥, 𝜃)𝑀0 (𝑥) 𝑖𝑎, (6)

where 𝜃 is the distance which themover has covered from the
origin of the stator coordinates and 𝑖𝑎 is the current of phase
“𝑎.”

Calculation of the inverse air gap function 𝑔−1(𝑥, 𝜃)
requires modeling the flux paths through the air gap regions
with straight lines and circular arc segments [20]. The flux
paths due to the mover saliency are shown in Figure 3. The
inverse air gap function 𝑔−1(𝑥, 𝜃) is obtained by the unslotted
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Figure 4: The schematic diagram of computational volume in the
air gap.

air-gap flux density [21] and the relative air-gap permeance
[22]. The calculation of 𝑔−1(𝑥, 𝜃) in the Fourier series form is

𝑔−1 (𝑥, 𝜃) = ∞∑
𝑛=0

𝐺𝑛 cos(𝑛𝜋𝜏 (𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀)) , (7)

where the expression of the coefficient 𝐺𝑛 is
𝐺𝑛 = 42.5𝑇𝑡 ∫

𝑇𝑡+𝜃+𝜀

𝜃+𝜀
𝑔−1 (𝑥, 𝜃) cos(𝑛𝜋𝜏 (𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀)) 𝑑𝑥

+ 22.5𝑇𝑡 ∫
𝜃+𝜀

𝜃
𝑔−1 (𝑥, 𝜃) cos(𝑛𝜋𝜏 (𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀)) 𝑑𝑥.

(8)

The detailed computations of the inverse air-gap function𝑔−1(𝑥, 𝜃) are shown in Appendix B.

2.4. Calculations of Inductances and Permanent Magnet Flux
Linkages. In terms of the modified winding function theory,
the inductances and the permanent magnet flux linkages are
derived from the air-gap function and the modified winding
functions. Both are computed for the volume of the air-gap
section of the motor with the effective air-gap radius 𝑅se [23],
as is depicted in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, 𝑅𝑜 and 𝑅 are the outer radius of tubular
reaction rail and the radius of the stator tooth, respectively
(see Section 2.1). 𝑅se is the effective air-gap computational
radius and the length of the computational volume is 2p𝜏 (see
Section 2.2).

The self and mutual inductances are computed in the
computational volume, as shown by [17, 23]:

𝐿 𝑖𝑖 (𝜃) = 2𝜋𝑅se𝜇0 ∫2𝑝𝜏
0

𝑀2
𝑖 (𝑥) 𝑔−1 (𝑥, 𝜃) 𝑑𝑥

(𝑖 = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) ,
𝐿 𝑖𝑗 (𝜃) = 2𝜋𝑅se𝜇0 ∫2𝑝𝜏

0
𝑀𝑖 (𝑥)𝑀𝑗 (𝑥) 𝑔−1 (𝑥, 𝜃) 𝑑𝑥

(𝑖 ̸= 𝑗, 𝑖, 𝑗 = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) ,

(9)

where 𝐿 𝑖𝑖(𝜃) and 𝐿 𝑖𝑗(𝜃) are the self-inductances and mutual
inductances, which are the function of mover position 𝜃;𝑀𝑖(𝜃) and 𝑀𝑗(𝜃) are the modified winding functions of the𝑖th phase and the 𝑗th phase, respectively.

The permanent magnet flux linkages are derived from the
air-gap flux density produced by permanent magnets and the
modified winding functions, as computed by

𝜓𝑚𝑖 (𝜃) = 2𝜋𝜇0𝑅se ∫2𝑝𝜏
0

𝑀𝑖 (𝑥) 𝐵𝑔 (𝑥, 𝜃) 𝑑𝑥, (10)

where 𝐵𝑔(𝑥, 𝜃) represents the air-gap flux density, which is
the product of PM flux density 𝐵pm(𝑥, 𝜃) and relative air gap
permeance 𝜆ag(𝑥, 𝜃) [22].

The detailed calculations of the effective air-gap compu-
tational radius 𝑅se and the air-gap flux density 𝐵𝑔(𝑥, 𝜃) are
shown in Appendix C.

3. Mathematical Model

3.1. Basic Model of the PMLMs. The stator voltage equations
and mechanical thrust equations compose the mathematical
model of PMLMs [24]:

𝑉𝑠 = 𝑅𝑠𝐼𝑠 + 𝑑𝜓𝑠𝑑𝑡 , (11)

where 𝑉𝑠, 𝑅𝑠, and 𝐼𝑠 represent the stator voltage, the stator
resistance, and the stator current, respectively. 𝜓𝑠 represents
the air-gap flux linkages produced by the permanent magnet
and the stator currents. It can be calculated from the following
formulae:

𝜓𝑠 = 𝜓𝑚 + 𝐿 𝑠𝐼𝑠, (12)

where𝜓𝑚 is the flux linkages produced by PMs; 𝐿 𝑠 represents
the inductances matrix including self- and mutual induc-
tances matrix, as computed by (9):

𝐹𝑒 = 𝑚𝑑]𝑑𝑡 + 𝐷] + 𝐹𝑙 + 𝐹detent, (13)

where 𝐹𝑒 is the electromagnetic thrust force, 𝑚 is the total
mass on the mover, 𝐷 is the dynamical friction coefficient,
] is the mover velocity, 𝐹𝑙 is the load force, and 𝐹detent is the
detent force including the end-effect force 𝐹end and slot-effect
force 𝐹slot.
3.2. Calculations of the Detent Force. The detent force is the
interaction force between the mover magnets and stator slots
without the stator currents flowing [25]. Due to the opening
stator slots and the bilateral ends of the stator, the detent force
is the sum of the end-effect force 𝐹end and slot-effect force𝐹slot:

𝐹detent = 𝐹slot + 𝐹end. (14)

Using the Virtual Work Method (VWM), 𝐹end and slot-
effect force 𝐹slot are obtained by

𝐹 = −𝜕𝑊𝜕𝜃 , (15)

where𝑊 is the air gap magnetic field energy produced by the
computational volume 𝑉 of each section, as is given by [26]

𝑊 = 12𝜇0 ∫𝑉 𝐵𝑔2 (𝑥, 𝜃) 𝑑𝑉. (16)
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Figure 5: Calculations of slot force, end force and detent force distribution versus mover position.

The detailed calculations of the detent force obtained by
using the MWFA are shown in Appendix D.

Figure 5 shows the calculation results of the slot-effect
force, the end-effect force, and the detent force. In Figures
5(a) and 5(b), the results of the slot-effect force and the end-
effect force are obtained using MWFA, while Figure 5(c)
shows the calculation results usingMWFAandFEM. Figure 6
establishes the finite element analysis model of the studied
motor in a cylindrical coordinate system. The fractional-
slot structure is adopted in the model and also the flux line
distribution of the five-phase PMTLM is shown in Figure 6.

Seen from Figures 5(a)–5(c), the following conclusions
are obtained: (1) since the amplitude of the end-effect force
is 46.3911 N yet the slot-effect force is 2.5mN, the end-effect
force is the largest component of detent force. That is to say,
the slot-effect force has been weakened in such a motor; (2)
the results using MWFA to compute the detent force are in
accordance with results using FEM. Hence, the accuracy of

the detent force using the proposed method is validated by
using FEM.

3.3. Mathematical Model of the Five-Phase FSPMTLM. As
seen from Section 3.1, the basic mathematical model of
PMLMs is a multivariable system with strong coupling. It
is hard to analyze the motor characteristics and control the
motor.Themotor system is decoupled by applying Park trans-
formation theory (PTT) which has been widely applied in
motor vector control (VC) [27].Using PTT tomodel the stud-
iedmotor can ease the analysis of the transient characteristics.
In [28], using a Park transformation matrix 𝑇(𝜃) to model a
five-phase permanent magnet synchronous Motor (PMSM)
was reported. The studied motor has the same five-phase
power supply; however, it has the structure of the linearmotor
which is different from the five-phase PMSM.When the other
harmonic components are ignored, the Park transformation
matrix becomes
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Figure 6: Five-phase FSPMTLMmodel using finite element method.

𝑇 (𝜃) = 25

[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[
[

cos(𝜋𝜏 𝜃) cos(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 − 𝛼) cos(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 − 2𝛼) cos(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 + 2𝛼) cos(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 + 𝛼)
− sin(𝜋𝜏 𝜃) − sin(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 − 𝛼) − sin(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 − 2𝛼) − sin(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 + 2𝛼) − sin(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 + 𝛼)
cos(𝜋𝜏 𝜃) cos(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 + 2𝛼) cos(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 − 𝛼) cos(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 + 𝛼) cos(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 − 2𝛼)
− sin(𝜋𝜏 𝜃) − sin(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 + 2𝛼) − sin(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 − 𝛼) − sin(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 + 𝛼) − sin(𝜋𝜏 𝜃 − 2𝛼)

1√2
1√2

1√2
1√2

1√2

]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]
]

, (17)

where 𝜃 is the position of the mover, 𝛼 is the winding space
geometric angles of adjacent phases, and 𝛼 = 0.4𝜋 (see
Section 2.2).

Using (17) to transform (11)–(13), themathematicalmodel
with the Park transformation form is written as

𝑉𝑑 = 𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑑 − 𝜋𝜏 ]𝐿𝑞𝑖𝑞 + 𝐿𝑑 𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑡 ,
𝑉𝑞 = 𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑞 + 𝜋𝜏 ] (𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑑 + 𝜓𝑚) + 𝐿𝑞 𝑑𝑖𝑞𝑑𝑡 ,
𝐹𝑒 = 52 𝜋𝜏 𝑝 [𝜓𝑚 𝑖𝑞 + (𝐿𝑑 − 𝐿𝑞) 𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑞] ,

𝑚𝑑]𝑑𝑡 = 𝐷] + 𝐹𝑙 + 𝐹detent − 𝐹𝑒,

(18)

where 𝑉𝑑 and 𝑉𝑞 are the direct-axis and quadrature-axis
voltage;𝑅𝑠 is the stator resistance; 𝑖𝑑 and 𝑖𝑞 are direct-axis and
quadrature-axis currents, ] is the mover velocity; 𝐿𝑑 and 𝐿𝑞
are the direct-axis and quadrature-axis inductances.𝜓𝑚 is the
amplitude of the PM flux linkage; the remaining parameters
are the same as (13); and the detailed calculations of 𝑉𝑑, 𝑉𝑞,𝑖𝑑, 𝑖𝑞, and 𝜓𝑚 are shown in Appendix E.

4. The Simulation Analysis of
the Motor Transients

In papers [12, 15], a model using semianalytical method
was validated by the measurements results of the transient

characteristics. Likewise, in order to verify the accuracy of the
proposedmodel, model (18) has been established on theMat-
lab/Simulink platformwhere it has been simulated to analyze
the transient characteristics of the studied motor in this
section. In addition to the basic motor parameters: the stator
resistance 𝑅𝑠 (𝑅𝑠 = 5Ω); the friction coefficient 𝐷 (𝐷 =3000); the nominal value of the winding current 𝐼 (𝐼 = 8A);
and themass of themover𝑚 (𝑚 = 9.2 kg), which were shown
in [12, 15], and the following parameters of the motor model𝐿𝑑, 𝐿𝑞, 𝜓𝑚 and 𝐹detent need to be calculated by using MWFA.
The computed results are as follows: 𝐿𝑑 = 3.6mH; 𝐿𝑞 =6.8mH;𝜓𝑚 = 0.2261Wb, and the detent force𝐹detent has been
shown in Appendix D. Figure 7 shows the proposed mathe-
matical model established on the Matlab/Simulink platform.

In Figure 7, the model established on the Matlab/Sim-
ulink platform is composed by the current excitation, the
current balance subsystem, and mechanical balance subsys-
tem. The current excitation implemented using the PWM
converter is the same as the ones in [12, 15], which are the
five-phase symmetric cosine current sources, 𝑖𝑎, 𝑖𝑏, 𝑖𝑐, 𝑖𝑑, and𝑖𝑒, while the mover velocity ] is derived from the frequencies
of the current sources, as shown by

𝑓 = ]2𝜏 . (19)

𝐹load represents the load force on the mover, Theta
represents position along the mover movements direction,
and 𝑘 is the amplification factorwhich canmagnify themover
position 1000 times.The corresponding unit of the position is
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Figure 7: Establishment of the studied motor model on Matlab/Simulink platform.

in millimeters. The current balance subsystem and mechani-
cal balance subsystem are shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b).

In Figure 8(a), the current subsystem is derived from
the 3rd equation of (18). In the DQ transformation module
shown in this figure, which is established from the Park trans-
formation matrix, 𝑇(𝜃) is given in (17). 𝐹𝑚 is the amplitude
of the PM flux linkages, which represents 𝜓𝑚 in (18). In
Figure 8(b), themechanical subsystem is derived from the 4th
equation of (18).

The simulations using the proposed model to analyze the
motor transients are carried out. This is done for the three
cases given in [12].The results are then compared with results
from SAM and measurements.The three cases are as follows.

Case 1. Thevelocity of themover is set to 18mm/s and there is
no load. The simulation results of the mover position (versus
time) and the velocity of the mover (versus time) are shown
in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9 shows the simulation results using the proposed
model have a close agreement with the results from SAM
and measurements in [12]. Figure 10 shows slight oscillations
of the mover velocity around the set 18mm/s. However, the
position increases linearly with time without any oscillations.

Case 2. The velocity of the mover is set to 1m/s and no
load is installed on the mover. The simulation results of the
mover position (versus time) and the velocity (versus time)
are shown in Figures 11 and 12.

Figure 11 shows the simulation results using the proposed
model are almost identical to the results from measurements
and SAM. The results show some variances at the beginning
of the mover running; however, these die out after 0.04 s.
Figure 12 shows the mover velocity around the setting of

1m/s. The slight oscillations of the mover velocity have small
variations after 0.04 s. Hence, these results are consistent.

Case 3. An additional mass 𝑚Δ (𝑚Δ = 19.2 kg) was linked
to the mover. The average velocity of the mover has been
assumed 50mm/s. The results of the position (versus time)
and velocity (versus time) are shown in Figures 13 and 14,
respectively.

The additional mass brings out more ripples in the mover
position than in Cases 1 and 2. The two causes of the ripples
are the resistance offered by the higher inertia to the motor
and that by the detent force. In Figure 13, the variation trends
between the simulation results using the proposedmodel and
the ones obtained by using SAM are similar, although there
are some slight differences. Also, it is noted that the higher
velocity changes seen in Figure 14 indicate the presence of
thrust ripples.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a method based on modified winding function
theory was applied to model a five-phase fractional-slot per-
manent magnet tubular linear motor. The proposed method
has provided the detailed computational expressions of the
air-gap flux density, the inductance, flux linkages, and the
detent force. Due to the fact that it has a property of fast mod-
eling no matter whether the motor is healthy or not, it can
make up for the time-consuming remodeling of the motor
using finite element analysis and semianalytical method
when the faults arise or supply power changes. The analytical
results showed that the slot-effect force had been greatly
reduced by this structural design, and the main component
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Figure 8: Subsystem of the proposed model: (a) current balance subsystem, (b) mechanical balance subsystem.

of the detent force is the end-effect force. This is as had been
demonstrated by using the finite element model. In this pro-
posed approach, amodelwith five-phase Park transformation
had been established and simulated. The simulation results
for transients on the motor were analyzed and were close to
those of semianalytical method and measurements. In this
way, the accuracy of the model using MWFA was validated.

Appendix

A. Calculations of the Winding
Function, Winding Factor, and
Modified Winding Function

A.1. Winding Function Computation. As shown in Fig-
ure 2(a), on moving the coordinate system by a distance “𝜀”
along the 𝑥-axis, the winding function of phase “𝑎” becomes
an even function. Using Fourier’s expansion method, the
winding function of phase “𝑎” in form of Fourier expansion
is written by

𝑁𝑎 (𝑥) = ∑
𝑘=1,3,5,...

𝑎𝑘 cos(2𝑝𝑘𝜋5𝑇𝑡 (𝑥 − 𝜀)) , (A.1)

where 𝑁𝑎(𝑥) represents the winding function of phase “𝑎”;𝑘 is the order of the coefficients of the Fourier’s expansion;

𝑇𝑡 and 𝑤𝑐 represent the axial space of slot pitch and the axial
width of armature (see Figure 1(b)), respectively; 𝑝 represents
the pole pairs; “𝜀” is the distance between the former origin
and the new origin (see Figure 2(a)); “𝑎𝑘” is the 𝑘th Fourier’s
expansion coefficient, as calculated by

𝑎𝑘 = 25𝑇𝑡 (∫
𝑤𝑐/2

0
𝑁 cos(2𝑝𝑘𝜋5𝑇𝑡 𝑥)𝑑𝑥

+ ∫5𝑇𝑡
5𝑇𝑡−𝑤𝑐/2

−𝑁 cos(2𝑝𝑘𝜋5𝑇𝑡 𝑥)𝑑𝑥) = 4𝑁𝑝𝑘𝜋
⋅ sin(𝑤𝑐𝑝𝑘𝜋5𝑇𝑡 ) .

(A.2)

Plugging (A.2) into (A.1) and combining with (3), the
winding function of phase “𝑎” in form of Fourier expansion
is given by

𝑁𝑎 (𝑥) = ∑
𝑘=1,3,5,...

𝑎𝑘 cos(2𝑝𝑘𝜋5𝑇𝑡 (𝑥 − 𝜀))
= 4𝑁𝑝𝜋 ∑

𝑘=1,3,5,...

1𝑘 sin(𝑤𝑐𝑘𝜋2𝜏 ) cos(𝑘𝜋𝜏 (𝑥 − 𝜀)) .
(A.3)

Then, the expression (4) is obtained.
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Simulation results of the model using SAM, [12]
Measurement results, [12]
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Figure 9: Transient characteristic of the mover position under no-
load for ] = 18mm/s.
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Figure 10: Simulation results of the mover velocity under no-load
for ] = 18mm/s.
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Figure 11: Transient characteristics of the mover position under no-
load for ] = 1m/s.
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Figure 12: Simulation results of the mover velocity under no-load
for ] = 1m/s.
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Figure 13: Transient characteristic of the mover position under an
additional inertial loadwith themass𝑚Δ = 19.2 kg for ] = 50mm/s.
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Figure 14: Simulation results of the mover velocity under an
additional inertial loadwith themass𝑚Δ = 19.2 kg for ] = 50mm/s.
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A.2. Winding Factor Computations

Definition of 𝑑𝑠, 𝑦𝑤𝑘, 𝑦𝑦𝑘, and 𝑦𝑑𝑘. 𝑑𝑠 shown in Figure 2(a) is
the axial magnetic separation distance between two adjacent
phase; 𝑦𝑤𝑘, 𝑦𝑦𝑘, and 𝑦𝑑𝑘 represent the 𝑘th winding factor, 𝑘th
pitch factor, and 𝑘th winding distribution factor, respectively.
In the light of the papers [29, 30], 𝑦𝑤𝑘 is the product of 𝑦𝑦𝑘
and 𝑦𝑑𝑘:

𝑦𝑤𝑘 = 𝑦𝑦𝑘 ⋅ 𝑦𝑑𝑘, (A.4)

where

𝑦𝑦𝑘 = sin(𝑘 (𝑇𝑡 − 𝑑𝑠)𝜏 ⋅ 𝜋2 ) ,
𝑦𝑑𝑘 = sin (𝑘𝜃𝑑/2)(𝑁 sin (𝑘𝜃𝑑/2𝑁)) ,

(A.5)

where

𝜃𝑑 = 𝜋𝜏 abs (𝜏 − (𝑇𝑡 − 𝑑𝑠)) . (A.6)

A.3. All-Phase Modified Winding Function Computations.
All-phase modified winding function𝑀𝑖(𝑥) is the product of
winding function and winding factor. Therefore, combining

the spatial structure of windings in Figure 2(b) with all-order
winding factor 𝑦𝑤𝑘 yields (3):

𝑀𝑖 (𝑥) = 𝑁𝑖 (𝑥) ⋅ 𝑦wk = 4𝑁𝑝𝜋
⋅ ∑
𝑘=1,3,5,...

𝑦𝑤𝑘𝑘 sin(𝑤c𝑘𝜋2𝜏 ) cos(𝑘𝜋𝜏 (𝑥 − 𝜀 − 𝑖𝛼)) . (A.7)

Then, the expression (5) is obtained.

B. Analysis of Inverse Air Gap Function

The air gap magnetic field is the product of the PM field with
unslotted stator and the relative air gap permeance [22]. Paper
[21] has shown the expression of unslotted PM field 𝐵𝑔:

𝐵𝑔 = 𝐻𝑐𝜏𝑚2 𝜇0𝑔 = 𝐻𝑐𝜏𝑚2 𝜇0𝑔 + 𝜏𝑚𝜏𝑝𝐷/𝜇𝑟 (𝐷2 − 𝐷2
𝑖 ) , (B.1)

where 𝐻𝑐 = 950 kA/m, 𝜇𝑟 = 1.048, 𝐷 is the diameter of the
inner stator core and𝐷 = 2(𝑅𝑜 + 𝑔),𝐷𝑖 is the diameter of the
inner tubular reaction rail and 𝐷𝑖 = 2𝑅𝑖, 𝜏𝑚 is the axial PM
width, and 𝜏𝑝 is the axial ferromagnetic core width between
PMs.We can suppose 𝜏𝑝 is equal to 𝜏𝑚 (in Table 1, 𝜏𝑚 = 8mm
and 𝜏𝑝 = 7mm); thereafter, along the 𝑥-axis, the air gap
function 𝑔(𝑥, 𝜃) in one pitch 𝑇𝑡 is

𝑔 (𝑥, 𝜃) ≈

{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

𝑔 + 𝜋2 (𝑏𝑜2 − |𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀|) |𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀| ≤ 𝜏𝑝2
𝑔 𝜏𝑝2 < |𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀| ≤ 𝑤ss2
∞ 𝑤ss2 < |𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀| ≤ 𝑇𝑡 + 𝑑𝑠2
𝑔 𝑇𝑡 + 𝑑𝑠2 < |𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀| ≤ 𝑇𝑡 + 𝑑𝑠2 + 𝑤𝑡
𝑔 + 𝜋2 (|𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀| − (𝑇𝑡 + 𝑑𝑠2 + 𝑤𝑡)) 𝑇𝑡 + 𝑑𝑠2 + 𝑤𝑡 < |𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀| ≤ 𝜏𝑝2 + 𝜏
𝑔𝑐 𝜏𝑝2 + 𝜏 < |𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀| ≤ 𝑇𝑡.

(B.2)

By using Fourier series expansion theory, the inverse air
gap function 𝑔−1(𝑥, 𝜃) is shown by

𝑔−1 (𝑥, 𝜃) = ∞∑
𝑛=0

𝐺𝑛 cos(2𝑝𝑛𝜋5𝑇𝑡 (𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀)) , (B.3)

where 𝐺𝑛 is computed by

𝐺𝑛 = 22.5𝑇𝑡
⋅ ∫𝜃+𝜀

𝜃
𝑔−1 (𝑥, 𝜃) cos(2𝑝𝑛𝜋5𝑇𝑡 (𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀)) 𝑑𝑥

+ 42.5𝑇𝑡
⋅ ∫𝑇𝑡+𝜃+𝜀

𝜃+𝜀
𝑔−1 (𝑥, 𝜃) cos(2𝑝𝑛𝜋5𝑇𝑡 (𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀)) 𝑑𝑥.

(B.4)

Combining (3), the above two formulas (B.3) and (B.4)
are written by (5) and (6), respectively.

C. Definition of the Relative Air-Gap
Permeance 𝜆ag(𝑥, 𝜃), the Air-Gap Flux
Density 𝐵𝑔(𝑥, 𝜃), and Effective Air-Gap
Computational Radius 𝑅se

In light of the paper [22], the relative air-gap permeance𝜆ag(𝑥, 𝜃) is computed by

𝜆ag (𝑥, 𝜃) = 𝑔 ⋅ 𝑔−1 (𝑥, 𝜃) . (C.1)

Because air gap 𝑔 is small (see Table 1, 𝑔 = 1mm), the
air-gap flux density 𝐵𝑔(𝑥, 𝜃) is deduced by the product of
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𝜆ag(𝑥, 𝜃) and flux density produced by PMs with unslotted
stator 𝐵pm-slotless(𝑥, 𝜃),

𝐵𝑔 (𝑥, 𝜃) = 𝜆ag (𝑥, 𝜃) 𝐵pm-slotless (𝑥, 𝜃) , (C.2)

where 𝐵pm-slotless(𝑥, 𝜃) can be expanded by Fourier series
along the shaft of the motor:

𝐵pm-slotless (𝑥, 𝜃) = 4𝐵𝑔𝜋 ∑
𝑛=1,3,5,...

1𝑛 sin(𝑛𝜋2 )
⋅ cos(𝑛𝜋𝜏𝑚2𝜏 )
⋅ cos(𝑛𝜋𝜏 (𝑥 − 𝜃 − 𝜀)) .

(C.3)

As shown in Figure 3 for an axially magnetized, internal
magnet machine topology, the effect of the slot openings may
be accounted for by introducing a Carter factor 𝐾𝐶 given by
[10]

𝐾𝐶 = 𝑇𝑡𝑇𝑡 − 𝛾𝑔 , (C.4)

where 𝑇𝑡 is the armature slot pitch (see Table 1), 𝑔 has been
derived from (B.1), and the slotting coefficient 𝛾 is computed
by

𝛾 = 4𝜋
{{{

𝑏𝑜2𝑔 tan−1 ( 𝑏𝑜2𝑔) − ln√1 + ( 𝑏𝑜2𝑔)
2}}}

, (C.5)

where 𝑏𝑜 is the width of the armature slot openings. There-
after, the effective airgap 𝑔𝑒 and effective air-gap computa-
tional radius 𝑅se are given, respectively, by

𝑔𝑒 = 𝑔 + (𝐾𝐶 − 1) 𝑔,
𝑅se = 𝑅𝑜 + 𝑔𝑒. (C.6)

D. Definition of the Slot-Effect
Electromagnetic Energy 𝑊slot and the End-
Effect Electromagnetic Energy 𝑊end

𝑊slot is derived from the sum of the electromagnetic energy
on the each tooth, as computed by

𝑊slot = 12𝜇0 ∫
𝑅𝑜+𝑔

𝑅𝑜

2𝜋𝑟 𝑑𝑟
⋅ ∑
𝑖=0,1,2,3,4

(∫𝑑𝑠/2+𝑤𝑡+𝑖𝑇𝑡
𝑑𝑠/2+𝑖𝑇𝑡

+∫𝑇𝑡−𝑑𝑠/2+𝑖𝑇𝑡
𝑇𝑡−𝑑𝑠/2−𝑊𝑡+𝑖𝑇𝑡

)
⋅ (𝐵𝑔 (𝑥, 𝜃))2 𝑑𝑥,

(D.1)

where 𝑖 is defined in (5) and𝐵𝑔(𝑥, 𝜃) is the air-gap flux density
which is calculated by (C.1)–(C.3).

𝑊end is derived from the sum of the electromagnetic
energy on the two ends of the stator, as calculated by

𝑊end = 12𝜇0 ∫
𝑅𝑜+𝐾𝑂𝑔

𝑅𝑜

2𝜋𝑟 𝑑𝑟(∫𝑑𝑠/2
−∞

+∫∞
𝑑𝑠/2+𝐿

)
⋅ (𝜆end (𝑥) 𝐵pm-slotless (𝑥, 𝜃))2 𝑑𝑥,

(D.2)

where 𝐿 (see Table 1) is the length of the stator section,
as is shown in Figure 1(b). 𝜆end(𝑥) is the air-gap relative
permeance on the two axially ends of the stator, as is shown
by

𝜆end (𝑥) =
{{{{{{{{{{{{{

𝑒(𝑥−𝑑𝑠/2)/2𝑔𝑒 ; 𝑥 ≤ 𝑑𝑠2
1; 𝑑𝑠2 < 𝑥 < 𝑑𝑠2 + 𝐿
𝑒−((𝑥+𝑑𝑠/2+𝐿)/2𝑔𝑒); 𝑥 ≥ 𝑑𝑠2 + 𝐿.

(D.3)

Then, combining (15), with (D.1)–(D.3), the analytical formu-
lae of detent force is computed by

𝐹detent (𝜃) = 𝐹slot (𝜃) + 𝐹end (𝜃)
= −0.19478 × 10−3

× cos(1256.6 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 )) − 0.9739
× 10−3 × sin(1256.6 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 ))
− 6.9245 × 10−9
× sin(1047.2 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 )) − 1.6441
× 10−8 × sin(1256.6 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 ))
+ 9.9405 × 10−9
× sin(9.4248 × 10−8 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 ))
− 5.296 × 10−10
× sin(3.1416 × 10−8 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 ))
− 5.177 × 10−10
× sin(2094.4 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 )) − 2.698
× 10−9
× sin(2.199 × 10−7 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 ))
− 0.292 × 10−5
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× cos(1885 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 )) − 0.292
× 10−5 × cos(1885 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 ))
− 0.39 × 10−3
× sin(418.88 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 )) − 0.9739
× 10−3 × sin(837.8 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 ))
− 0.9739 × 10−3
× sin(837.8 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 )) − 0.39
× 10−3 × cos(209.44 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 ))
+ 3.14 × 10−9
× sin(209.44 × (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡2 )) − 46.6466
× sin(2𝜋 (𝜃 + 𝑇𝑡/2)𝜏 ) .

(D.4)

E. Detailed Calculations for the Mathematical
Model Parameters

Seen from the five-phase Park transformation matrix 𝑇(𝜃),
the following relation can be obtained:

𝑇−1 (𝜃) = 52𝑇𝑇 (𝜃) , (E.1)

where 𝑇−1(𝜃) and 𝑇𝑇(𝜃) represent the inverse matrix and
matrix transposition of 𝑇(𝜃), respectively.

Applying 𝑇(𝜃) to (11), the direct-axis and quadrature-axis
voltage, 𝑉𝑑 and 𝑉𝑞, and the direct-axis and quadrature-axis
currents. 𝑖𝑑 and 𝑖𝑞, are derived from

𝑇 (𝜃)𝑉𝑠 = 𝑇 (𝜃) 𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑠 + 𝑇 (𝜃) 𝑑Λ 𝑠𝑑𝑡
= 𝑇 (𝜃) 𝑅𝑠𝑇−1 (𝜃) 𝑇 (𝜃) 𝑖𝑠 + 𝑑𝑑𝑡 [𝑇 (𝜃) Λ 𝑠]

− 𝑑𝑇 (𝜃)𝑑𝑡 𝑇−1 (𝜃) [𝑇 (𝜃) Λ 𝑠] ,
(E.2)

where

𝑇 (𝜃) Λ 𝑠 = 𝑇 (𝜃) 𝐿 ss𝑇−1 (𝜃) 𝑇 (𝜃) 𝑖𝑠 + 𝑇 (𝜃) 𝜓𝑚
= Λ 𝑑𝑞𝑠. (E.3)

When the harmonics of the inductances are ignored, the
direct-axis and quadrature-axis inductances are as follows:

𝑇 (𝜃) 𝐿 ss𝑇−1 (𝜃) =
[[[[[[[[
[

𝐿𝑑 𝐿𝑞 0
0

0

]]]]]]]]
]
, (E.4)

where

𝐿𝑑 = 52𝜇0𝑅se𝑀2𝑝𝜏 (2𝐺0 + 𝐺2) ,
𝐿𝑞 = 52𝜇0𝑅se𝑀2𝑝𝜏 (2𝐺0 − 𝐺2) .

(E.5)

The permanent magnet flux linkages using the five-phase
Park transformation matrix 𝑇(𝜃) are obtained by

𝑇 (𝜃) 𝜓𝑚 = 𝜓𝑚 [1, 0, 0, 0, 0]𝑇 . (E.6)

The amplitude of the permanent magnet flux linkages is
given by

𝜓𝑚 = 𝑀𝐵1𝑝𝜏𝜋𝑅se𝑔 (2𝐺0 + 𝐺2) , (E.7)

where𝑀 represents the fundamental amplitude of the mod-
ified winding function and it is given by

𝑀 = 4𝑁𝑦𝑤1𝑝𝜋 sin(𝑤𝑐𝜋2𝜏 ) . (E.8)
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